Heavy duty work station
Assembly instruction
**HEAVY DUTY WORK STATION**

**ASSEMBLY**

1. Fit plastic feet **L**, to the bottom of uprights **A**, **B** and **C**, ensuring the keyhole slots are the correct way up as illustrated.

2. For a 2 shelf unit fit side beams, **D**, into uprights, **A** and **B**. The lower beams **D**, may be fitted at a shelf height not exceeding 300 mm from the floor. The top beam **D** must be fitted in the top 2 keyhole slots of uprights **B**.

3. For T-Bar unit substitute the lower side beams **D**, for T-Bar side beams **H**.

4. Fit 4 x front and rear beams **E**, into uprights **A** and **B** at the same levels as side beams **D**. For T-Bar unit leave off lower beams **E**, and substitute for T-Bar **M**.

5. Fit shelf supports **F**, and work surfaces **J**.

6. Fit rear beams **E**, into uprights **A**, at the desired levels for the upper shelf.

7. Take uprights **C**, and fit upper side beams **G** in place, level with the 2 upper front and rear beams **E**.

8. Fit the remaining 2 upper front beams **E**, into uprights **C**, at the same level as the upper side beams **G**.

9. Fit the upper shelves **I**, and plastic caps on the top of uprights **A**, **B** and **C**.

**IMPORTANT - ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS**

**Tools required:**
- Rubber mallet

We advise the use of protective gloves and goggles, or eyeglasses when assembling this product.
**COMPONENTS**

- **A** Uprights 1 of each pair
  - 915 mm
  - 750 mm
- **B** Side beam
  - 4 of per workstation
  - 2 of per T-Bar
  - 760 mm or 915 mm
- **C** Front and rear beams
  - 6 of - T-Bar Work Surface
  - 7 of - 1/2 shelf Work Station
  - 8 of - Work Station
  - 1830mm or 2440 mm
- **D** Shelf support beam
  - 2 of - Work Station
  - 760 mm or 915 mm
- **E** Plastic feet
  - 6 of
- **F** Plastic caps
  - 6 of
- **G** Upper side beam
  - 4 of
  - 305 mm or 380 mm
- **H** T-bar side beams
  - 2 of
  - 760 mm or 915 mm
- **I** High density chipboard or melamine shelves
  - 2 of - for top shelves
  - Sizes to suit
- **J** 2 of - Work Station
  - 1 of - T-Bar
  - Sizes to suit
  - Chipboard or melamine shelf work surface
- **K** 1/2 shelf
  - 1 of per 1/2 shelf unit
- **L** T-Bar
  - 1 of
  - 1830 mm and 2440 mm

**SAFETY**

- **Keep heavier items on the bottom shelves**
- **Keep your shelving dry**
- **Do not climb on your shelving**
- **Make sure it is on a level and even floor**
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